Welcome to California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
University Library
Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC)

You may search for library materials by any of the following:

A > AUTHOR
T > TITLE
C > CALL #
K > KEYWORDS
S > SUBJECT
J > CHILD SUBJECT
I > Library INFORMATION
R > RESERVE Lists
D > Disconnect

Choose one (A,T,C,K,S,J,I,R,D) :
If you have questions about the OPAC, please ask at the Reference Desk on the first floor.
DIAL: CSUNET
RINGING
ANSWERED
CSUNET/X.25 pom03, port 8
Pad> c .swrl/80
com
Welcome to CSUNET/telnet Version 2.09. Type ? for help.
telnet> blais.claremont.edu
ESCAPE (to command mode) character is Control-P
Translating name blais.claremont.edu...
Opening connection to 134.173.4.11...

Ultrix 4.1 (Rev. 52) (blais)
login: library
Last login: Mon Sep 16 22:43:50 from C199-CASE
ULTRIX V4.1 (Rev. 52) System #5: Thu Apr 25 09:25:39 PDT 1991
UWS V4.1 (Rev. 197)

The Libraries of the Claremont Colleges - node BLAIS
What kind of Terminal are you using?
V > VT100
W > Wyse
Choose one (VW) V
Please confirm: are you using a VT100 or compatible terminal? (y/n) y

Loading program you requested

Welcome to Blais!

Blais indexes include both BOOKS and PERIODICALS.
You may search for library materials by any of the following:
A > AUTHOR
T > TITLE
S > SUBJECT
L > LC CALL NO.
D > DEWEY CALL NO
G > GOV. DOC. CALL NO.
W > WORDS in title
R > RESERVE Lists
I > Help & INFORMATION
B > Disconnect

Choose one (A,T,S,L,D,G,W,R,I,B) :
DIAL: CSUNET
RINGING
ANSWERED
CSUNET/X.25 pom03, port 8
Pad> c .swrl/80
com
Welcome to CSUNET/telnet Version 2.09. Type ? for help.
telnet> melvyl.ucop.edu
ESCAPE (to command mode) character is Control-P
Translating name melvyl.ucop.edu...
Opening connection to 31.1.0.1....
DLA LINE 128 (TELNET) 23:23:41 09/16/91 (MELVYL.UCOP.EDU)
Please Enter Your Terminal Type Code or Type HELP for a List of Codes.
TERMINAL? vt100
Welcome to the University of California’s
MELVYL* LIBRARY SYSTEM
(c)1984. *Registered trademark of The Regents of the University of California.
==============================================================================
OPTIONS: Choose an option, or type any command to enter the CATALOG database.
HELP - For help in getting started.
[return] - Press RETURN to choose a database for searching.
START <db> - Type START <database name> to begin searching in a database.
->
MELVYL SYSTEM DATABASES
Select one database from the list below.
Library Databases:
TEN For faster searches, type TEN;
CAT Full MELVYL Catalog - UC libraries and California State Library.
Journal Article Indexes: (for UC users only; password may be needed)
CC CURRENT CONTENTS - current articles in all subject areas.
CCT CURRENT CONTENTS - journal tables of contents in all subjects.
MED MELVYL MEDLINE - articles in medical and life sciences.
Other Systems:
OTHER To select other library catalogs and remote information systems.
Shortcut: type any command to enter the CAT database (e.g., FIND or EXPLAIN)
Type the code for one option (e.g., TEN), HELP, or END to end your session.
->
CARL—Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries Online Index of Journal Articles

DIAL: CSUNET
RINGING
ANSWERED

CSUNET/X.25 pom03, port 7
Pad> c.carl
com

Welcome to the CARL system
Please identify your terminal. Choices are:

1. VT100
2. V1000
3. 386
5. VT100

SELECT LINE #: 5

>>> Systems That Inform <<<

Welcome to the CARL System
(Release 83)

A Computerized Network of Systems and Services
Developed by the Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries
Marketed and supported by CARL Systems, Inc.

PRESS <RETURN> TO START THE PROGRAM (use //EXIT to return HOME......)>>

UnCover at California State University gives you access to the contents
of over 10,500 currently published journals, many available at
California State Universities or through Interlibrary Loan.

1. UnCover at San Luis Obispo ** 9. UnCover at CSU Stanislaus
2. UnCover at San Jose (EASI) 10. UnCover at CSU Sacramento
3. UnCover at Sonoma State ** 11. UnCover at CSU Los Angeles
4. UnCover at Humboldt State 12. UnCover at CSU Hayward
5. UnCover at Bakersfield 13. UnCover at CSU Pomona
6. UnCover at CSU Chico 14. UnCover at CSU San Bernadino
7. UnCover at CSU San Marcos ** 15. UnCover at CSU San Francisco
8. UnCover at CSU San Diego State

Enter the NUMBER of your choice, and press the <RETURN> key >> 13

09/17/91
00:17 A.M. SELECTED DATABASE: UnCover at Pomona

Welcome to UnCover at *** CSU -- Pomona ***. UnCover gives you
access to tables of contents for over 10,000 recently published magazines.
Many citations contain brief abstracts. Please note: 1) The library does
not receive every journal indexed in this file. 2) UnCover does not index
every journal received by the library,

To start your search, type:
N for NAME search
W for WORD search
B to BROWSE by journal title
S to STOP

ENTER COMMAND (? FOR HELP) >>